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Dear Dr. Folyi,

I just read the cover letter and the revised manuscript that you and your co-authors recently resubmitted to Emotion, titled When emotions guide your attention in line with a context-specific goal: Rapid utilization of visible and masked emotional faces for anticipatory attentional orienting (EMO-2018-0804R3). Thank you for addressing all of the major concerns and suggestions mentioned in my last cover letter. I am delighted to accept your paper for publication in Emotion. Congratulations on a fine piece of scholarship!

This acceptance letter has been forwarded to the Emotion manuscript coordinator, Allison Gillens, so the official acceptance process will now begin at the main editorial office.

APA has a number of required publication forms, regarding copyright, conflict of interest, and other matters. You will receive an email shortly from DocuSign, requesting electronic signatures for publication forms. These forms must be signed by all authors prior to your manuscript entering production. If you have questions about this process, please contact our coordinator, Allison Gillens (AGillens@apa.org).

APA journal articles are now published online in the PsycARTICLES database prior to appearing in print issues. Once your manuscript has been sent to the APA Journals production office (pending the receipt of your publication forms), you will receive an e-mail notification within 2-4 weeks that a typeset proof of your article is available for you to review. You will be asked to submit any corrections you may have and answers to any queries from the production office within 48 hours. All corrections will be incorporated by production staff. Assuming you submit all the necessary paperwork and review and correct your proofs at the time you receive them, your article could by published Online First in as little as 30 days. Once you have submitted corrections to your article and it has been released as Online First, you will not have the option of making additional corrections prior to the publication of the final version. Articles appearing Online First are
considered published, so any textual changes that may need to be made to an article once it has appeared online will require a formal correction notice/errata. The only difference between the Online First version of your article and the one that appears in print will be the addition of volume, issue, and page numbers.

If you included any pictures of faces in your manuscript: Please note that APA has a very strict permissions policy for faces. Pictures of faces can be published only with explicit consent from the person in the photo. This information can be included in the figure caption, and you can provide documentation when submitting the final version of the manuscript and the associated forms. If the faces were created or if they come from a repository that allows free use of the faces without permission for publication, then this information must be reported in the figure caption. If the author cannot obtain permission from the person in the photo or the repository allows use of its faces only for academic use and not publication, then you will either need to change the figures or obtain full permission for publication.

Once again, thank you for submitting to Emotion. I believe that your article will be widely read, and I hope that it will have a strong, positive impact on the study of emotion.

Sincerely,
Heather L. Urry
Associate Editor
Emotion
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